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PSEUDOSPECTRAL OPERATORS
AND THE POINTWISE ERGODIC THEOREM

R. E. BRADLEY

(Communicated by Palle E. T. Jorgensen)

Abstract. We show that for a class of operators which properly contains the

normal operators on L2 ,

1 "-'    ■ 1   2"-'
Wrf^a.e.  iff    'j2T'f^a.e.

1=0 i=0

This theorem is used to give an alternate form of a theorem of Gaposhkin

concerning the pointwise ergodic theorem for normal operators.

1. Introduction

In [G3], V. F. Gaposhkin gives necessary and sufficient conditions for the

pointwise ergodic theorem for normal contractions. This remarkable theorem,

which is local in the sense that it is specific to a given pair of operator T and

L2 function /, uses spectral theory.

Perhaps as remarkable as the theorem itself is the result that

l "~x    ■

-T.T'fi
n\At

converges a.e. if and only if
,    2"-l

Y E r'f
1=0

converges a.e. Although this is not explicitly stated, the proof is contained in the

details of [Gl], when interpreted in the light of [G3]. In [G2], Gaposhkin does

remark that the corresponding result holds for Cesàro averages of stationary

processes. The analogous result for orthogonal series appears to date back to

Tandori [A].

In this paper, we give a direct proof of this equiconvergence result. We

consider the class of pseudospectral operators, which is a proper generalization
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of the class of normal operators. Along the way, we capture the analogous ver-

sion of Gaposhkin's theorem on equivalent conditions for the pointwise ergodic

theorem. It is hoped that this version of Gaposhkin's theorem makes the con-

nection between the pointwise ergodic theorem and convergence of orthogonal

series even more transparent.

The author is grateful to M. A. Akcoglu for suggesting this problem and

identifying the conditions used in the definition of pseudospectral.

2. Pseudospectral operators

Definition. Suppose F is a linear operator on a Hilbert space AY, and {a„}^L0

and {ßn}^L0 are two sequences of positive real numbers converging to zero.

We say that T is pseudospectral if 3? admits an orthogonal decomposition

yy = W®\G}yy\ ,

where YY = {f\ Tf = f} is the space of F-invariant functions and, for each

n>0,t%Yn is F-invariant, with

«„11/11 < II Tfi-fi\\<ßn 11/11
for every fi £YYn.

Proposition. For any strictly decreasing sequence {yn}^=0 converging to zero and

any bounded normal operator T, T is pseudospectral with an = ßn+x = yn for

n>0.

Proof. We use the spectral theorem in the following form: there is a finite mea-

sure space (X, AY, p) and a function 4> e L^X ,SY,p) such that the action

of T on AY is unitarily equivalent to multiplication by (f> on L2(X, AF, p) ;

see [H]. Explicitly, there is a unitary operator U: YY —> L2 such that for every

f£L2, (UTU-Xf)(x) = cf>(x)fi(x).
Let

A = {x e X\<t>(x) = 1},

A0 = {x£X\\<t>(x)-l\>y0}

and, for each n > 1,

An = {xeX\yn<\<t>(x)-l\<yn_x}.

Let W = L2(A) and S? = L2(An) for n > 0, where, for E e F, L2(E)

is the L2 space of the restricted measure space (E,^E, pE), with both the

measure and the rr-algebra of measurable sets suitably restricted. It is clear

that UTU~ is a pseudospectral operator on L2 with respect to the above

orthogonal decomposition and the sequences {an}™=0 and {/7„}^0 as defined

in statement of the theorem (we may take ß0 = \\T\\ + 1). This pulls back to

T and AY via U~  , completing the proof,   ü

Remark. Theorems 1 and 2, which follow, will therefore hold for any normal

operator with yn = 2~n.
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Proposition. There exist nonnormal pseudospectral operators.

Proof. Suppose a normal operator F on a Hilbert space AY and a sequence

{yn}^L0 are given. Let AY and YYn be the decomposition corresponding to

"¡7n}«=o , as in the proof above. Let ,f0 be a two-dimensional Hilbert space and

let S0 be multiplication by
'1    1

4    1

Define & = ^@YY and S = S0®T. Then one verifies that S is pseudospectral

with the decomposition OY = YY, &n+x = YYn , for n > 0 and with an+x =

ßn+2 = yn for n > 0, ßx = \\T\\ + 1 , a0 = 1, and ß0 = A. However, 5" is not

normal, since S0 is not.   D

3. Some upper bounds

Definition. A linear operator F is called a contraction if ||F|| < 1 ; equivalently,

if \\Tf\\ < 11/11 for every fi £ AY. Given a linear operator T on AY and

f£YY,
n-\

Anf=LnZZT'f-
i=0

Lemma. 7/ F is a contraction of a Hilbert space AY and fi e AY, then for every

n,k>l,

(Bl)

Proof.

2k
\An+kfi-Aj\\<^-k

\\An+kf-Aj\\ =

\   «-1 .       n+k-\

n + k     n
1=0

n + k

n-\ n+k-\

i=0 i=n

< +
n + k,u"     n + k

where we have used the fact that  ||F'/|| < ||/||  for all powers of a contrac-

tion.   D

Lemma. Suppose T is a contraction of a Hilbert space AY and that ||F/-/|| >

a||/|| for every fi £ AY. If n ,k>l, then

(B2)

(B3)

\AJ\\ <
na

\An+k-Aj\\< na
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Proof.

Therefore,

zP*f - /» = llrK/> - 4/11 > «IK/II

1V1 s !££=/!«
«a «a

The bound (B3) follows from (B2) and the triangle inequality.    D

Definition. Given n, k > 1, let Cn fc be the n x (n + k) matrix with entries

c(     for 0 < i < n - 1 and 0 < j < n + k - 1, satisfying

1 if J = 0,

"OJ
min < 1,

n + k 7-1

E<
w=0

0,m otherwise ;

and, for !</<« — !,

ci.j'<

i-i ¡-i
»-E^j

m=0

m=0
«

ifECm,7>0>
m=0

otherwise.

Example.

C5,3 =

1 0.6 0 0      0 0     0 0
0 0.4 1 0.2     0 0     0 0
0 0 0 0.8 0.8 0     0 0
0 0 0 0 0.2 1 0.4 0
0 0 0 0      0 0 0.6 1

Definition.   \_x\ is the largest integer less than or equal to x .  \x] is the smallest

integer greater than or equal to x . The following lemma is immediate:

Lemma. If n, k > 1 then

(a) XX, = 1,

n+k-l ,   i
Y^ n + k(b) XX; = —
7=0

whenever 0<j<n + k—1,

whenever 0 < i < n - 1

(c)    C¡J = 0 unless
i(n + k)

<j<
(i+l)(n + k)

Lemma. Suppose T is a contraction of a Hilbert space AY and that ||F/-/|| <

yS||/|| for every fi £ AY. If n , k > 1, then

(B4)

(B5)

\\Aj-f\\<nß\\fi\\,

\An+kfi-AJ\\<2kß\\f\\.
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Proof. For (B4), observe that

\f-f=liJ2i(Tn-'fi-Tn-i-lfi).
1=1

Therefore,

\\Äj-f\\<Atißu\\A^SMn.

867

i=l

For (B5), we make use of the previous lemma. On the one hand,

n+k-l  fn-\ n-\ n+k-l.       n+K—i   /n—i \ .       n—in+K—i

-u/-¡rb £  E^>V=^E £ <,,Yf
j=0     \i=0 I 1=0    ;=0

follows from part (a). On the other hand, part (b) implies that

<       «-1 i .       n—ln+k—l

V=^EVr'/=iiTi^ E c,,jT'f-
1=0 1=0     1=0

Now observe that  ||F'/- f\\ < iß\\f\\, by a simple induction.   Let /( =

[i(n + k)/n\ and mi = |"ii±liM _ i j . Then by part (c),

1

i

«-i "t,

EE^./^z-F'/)
1=0 ;=/,

n-\   m,

i'=0 ./=/,

^ï+tfEE'i./«!- o^ii/ii
«-1

= -E
1=0 ;=/,

(¿+1 )(/! + £)
(¿+i; 011/11

<£!L0[yi/(L±l)* + i

= (^-^ + i)wil,
which completes the proof.   D

4. The main theorem

Theorem 1. Suppose T is a pseudospectral contraction on L2(X, AY, p) with

constants M and N such that an2n > M and ßn2" < N for every n > 0. If

fie L2(X,SY, p), then

lim Amf exists a.e.   if and only if    lim A-.mfi exists a.e.
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Proof. The implication is immediate. To prove the converse, it is sufficient to

show that
OO

,2En*» < CO,

where

,(*) =   max \(A2m kf)(x) - (A2mf)(x)\.
\<k<2m

We desire a bound on \<t>m\ which is independent of k. This can be done

in a variety of ways using terms of the form \A¡f - AJ\. If we wish to show

that J2 \\<t>m\\ < co , though, we must keep both the number of terms and the

size of \i — j\ small. We also wish to bound \<pm\ without cross terms; that is,

with terms of the type \AJ - Ajf only. We do this using Gaposhkin's trick.

It involves the binary expansion of an arbitrary integer i, 2m < i < 2m+ ,

and an application of Holder's inequality; see [Gl]. To represent an integer in

this range, one needs a string of m + 1 bits with a leading 1. The process of

transforming such an integer into the number 2m can be thought of as erasing

the nonzero bits, other than the leading 1, one at a time (in other words, by a

series of no more than m successive jumps, each size 2m~p for some p, 1 <

p <m).

Let

Dm,p,jf = \A2'"+j2m-''f ~ A2m+(j-l)2m-"f\'

for each m > 1 , 1 < p < m and 1 < j < 2P - 1 . For a given k, 1 < k < 2m ,

let ep ' be the pth bit of k , counting from the left and including leading zeroes.

Let jp } be the number whose binary expansion is the first p bits of the binary

expansion of k , also counting from the left and including leading zeroes. Then

l2m+k fi-A, J = Ye(k)D
J        ¿—i   P       m,

p=\
P'f

J-

Therefore,

\A2m+kJ   — A2mf\      <

<

<

where Holder's inequality is used for the second line. Thus,

H*„ \'K <CY.AZ
7=1

IF» ■/Il,p,jj "
p=\
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Consider the orthogonal decomposition of L2(X, SY, p) relative to F. Let

/ be the projection of / onto YY and, for each n > 0, let fn be the projection

of / onto YYn\ / is an invariant function and each subspace is F-invariant,

so we have

\d    .f\\2 = y^\\D    ./ii    m,p,jJ H / ., M-^m . n. ¡Jn\
,2 _

n=0

m-p

■I E + E +E)\\Dm,p,Jfn\
,n=m+\      n=m—p+\       n=0

<c' E (2"~'/y/.ii) + E (2~l/jr + E(2~Vii/J
n=m+l n-m— p+\ n=0

- ^ 1^1,m,p +2^2,m,p + ^3,m,/J'

where we have used the upper bounds (B5), (Bl), and (B3), respectively, in the

third line. Therefore,

oo oo     m

Yu \\2<c"YYp22"çl.     +z,     +z,     )
m=\ m=\ p=\

dázx+z2 + 2Z3.

The proof is completed by showing that each Z( is finite. This is done by

changing the order of summation, using the bounds an2n > M and ßn2" < N

for every n > 0 as well as the properties of geometric series. The details may

be found in [Gl].   D

Remarks. ( 1 ) The theorem holds with the sequence b", where b is an integer

greater than 1, everywhere replacing 2" . The expansion of k to the base b is

used instead of the binary expansion.

(2) One may show that X)m=i H*mllP < °° ^or an^ P > ' sucn tnat

Solo \\fn\\P < °° ; the details are the same.

5.  AN EQUIVALENT OF THE POINTWISE ERGODIC THEOREM

Definition. If F is a pseudospectral operator with corresponding orthogonal

decomposition

YY = W®(^^\ ,
\n=0        /

let Pn denote the projection onto the tail subspace ®^„ YYk .

Theorem. Suppose T is a pseudospectral contraction on L2(X, SY, p) with con-

stants M and N such that an2" > M and ßn2n < N for every n > 0.   If

f £ L2(X ,SY, p), then

lim A„f exists a.e.   if and only if    lim Pf = 0 a.e.
m—>oo     " m—.oo    "
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Proof. Let fi £ L2(X, SF, p). As in the previous proof, let / be the projection

of / onto YY and, for each n > 0, let fn be the projection of / onto YYn .

Let Sn = Arfi - f - Pn+Xfi ■ We will show that Sn —> 0 a.e. This implies

that Arf -* 7 iff PJ -» 0. Finally, we have AJ -» / iff P„/ -» 0 by the
previous theorem.

Observe that
n oo

A:=0 Ar=n+1

Because of the upper bound (B2), we have

\\Arfik\\<Cx2-n+k\\fk\\.

Because of (B4),

\\Arfik-fk\\<C22n-k\\fk\\.

Therefore,
vX3 oo     n oo       oo

Eii*J2*c.EB2""+V*ii)2 + c2E E (2^ii/,ii)2
n=0 n=0k=0 n=0k=n+\

oo oo oo k—\

<cx¿Z22k\\fik\\2E2~2n + c2zZ2~2k\\fk\\2E22"
k=Q n=k k=[ n=Q

oo

<(2C,+C2)£||/J2<^.
k=0

Thus Sn —► 0 a.e., as desired.   D

Remark. In [B], Burkholder showed, by adapting an example, due to Menchoff,

of a function whose orthogonal series does not converge a.e. (in fact, diverges

a.e.), that the pointwise ergodic theorem does not hold for an arbitrary (i.e.,

nonpositive) contraction of L2. By Theorem 2, we see that in some sense this

is the only reason a function may fail to satisfy the pointwise ergodic theorem,

at least in the case of pseudospectral operators.
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